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Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS): Th
is is the finest Intelligence measure for us

e 

with adults and is the most commonly used. 
There 

is no systematic or formal way to infer anyt
hing about personality from it. While a psy-

chotic thinking disorder might nanifest itse
lf in answers to questions on the test, the 

test adds little or nothing to picking up su
ch data, since one would easily spot it in t

he 

interview if such were the case. The test is
 individually administered. According to the

 

Newsweek reporting in the Sirhan case, it wa
s used to infer psychosis. This might sound 

more weighty to a jury, since it is a test, 
not just a professional opinion. 

Bender Gestalt Test (Bender): This test is u
sed to help detect eertain types of intellect- 

ual (specifically, perceptuOal-eotor) proble
ms which are 

often signs of organic brain damsge. The su
bject copies different geometric shapes. Br

ain 

damaged individuals make certain types of mi
stakes if their damage is in the area of the

 

brain which deals with perceptual-motor. fun
ctioning. At the Sieben trill, psychosis was

 

inferred, something' for which there is no ev
idence that the test can be used in said mann

er. 

In fact, the brief description in Newsweek s
uggested the possibl4lity of normal respondi

ng. 

Ironically, there is an important study in t
he Aitereture in which the people who publis

hed 

top research an the Bender in the past 1D ye
ars were asked to separate protocols produced 

by brain damaged kids vs. those produced by 
emotionally distsmhed kids.. Their hit rate 

or rate of =motif; separation, was only 50%
--chance level! With kids it is more diffic

ult 

to use. But, there is zero evidence that it 
can be used to detect psychosis. 

Rorschach Ink Blots: This test consists of 1
0 inblots to which the patient is asked to 

give his impressions or feelings, The theory
 is that he will project 

his unconscious feelings into his perception
s of the blots, since they are ambiguous sti

m- 

There is not systematic way to use it, and t
he only scoring systems have not demon-

strated their validity. Experts oftea agree 
on the meaningfulness or importance of a par

t-

icular response, and even when they do agree, there is no way of telling whether they are 

correct. The arguments recounted from the trial in Newsweek for psychosis as inferred fr
an 

this test are very weak ones and could not b
e defended. Although the test is widely used

, 

ideas drawn fran it are typically treated as
 speculative. 

UMMPI) 

MinnesotaNiatiphasic Personality Inventory:
 I can get you statements fran experts on 

this--i.e. my  boss, Paul Meehl, who helpe
d 

develppe it, invented the most important sco
ring technique and most important validity 

scale, or Starke Hathaway, one of the two or
iginators of the test (the other is dead). I

 

an well trained in its use, since this is the
 place where it was develpped and thew's:11d 

wide mailer for its use. It consists of 10 b
asic clinical scales, and three validity 

scales. It is the only personality test whic
h is pretty good, if not excellent, at picki

ng 

up people faking bath good and bad, and even
 has a correction factor for those who tend 

to 

underrate or overrate their pathology, so th
at even with faking, the finall clinical sca

le 

scores are simAlmr  to those obtained While not f
aking (much experimental data to back this 

up). It was empirically derived: patients w
ith different symptoms, far example, with 

the depression scale, depressed vs. non-dep
ressedpaddenta, were given items to answer.

 Th 

items which separated the two groups were us
ed for a scale, which, after extensive item 

analysis proceedures, was then cross validated on another group. Then, after all of the 

scales were devised, Meehl suggested that th
e test be given to people and similarities in 

the configuration of scale scores be looked far. When they were found, massive 
studies 

were done which found That certain scale configurations (called, profiles), had certain 

characteristics, and that a probability could be validly attached to the pos
sibility that 

a person with a certain profile would exhibit a certain symptom as compared wit
h the normal 

population or other mentally ill persons. So
, an individual scale, or individdal item, m

ay 

mean nothing. Individual scales, but more im
portant, profiles of scale patterns, are wha

t 

counts. No one knows why a person does or does not answer a particular ite
m, but only what 

to expect given a certain scale score or pat
tern of the scales. On retesting, the scale 

score ii often unchanged, although different 
it 	are answered. 


